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Abstract

A new generation modular helium-cooled reactor (600MW(th)) is being designed by the

Russian enterprises with participation of General Atomics (USA), Framatom (France) and Fuji

Electric (Japan). The design pursues high conversion efficiency, higher safety potential and capability

of disposing weapon-grade plutonium. The core outlet temperature is designed as 850°C. The paper

summarizes other key design characteristics and provides illustrated structures of the reactor system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Certain success has been attained by now in various fields of power machine building

industry (viz.: large gas turbine technology, EM bearings and ultra-compact HX) as well as in

nuclear reactor technology (meeting the most strict safety requirements). It makes possible to

originate development of modular helium-cooled reactor coupled with a gas turbine (GT-

MHR), which ensures:

• Higher energy conversion efficiency (about 50%) than that in existing power

reactor systems

• Cheaper electricity as compared to that generated by existing NPPs or

conventional power plants

• Elimination of core melting event in any emergency situation

• Minimal thermal and radiological impacts to the environment

600MW(th) GT-MHR power unit is being designed by Russia's MinAtom enterprises and

RJR.C KI together with General Atomics (USA), Framatom (France) and Fuji Electric (Japan).

2. BASIC CONCEPTUAL PRINCIPLES OF REACTOR PLANT FOR WEAPON-
GRADE PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION

• GT-MHR is a new generation NPP with passively safe reactor, relied upon proven

technologies. GT-MHR reactor basic design characteristics are introduced in

Table 1.
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• GT-MHR completely meets weapon-grade plutonium disposition objectives due to,

primarily, high burnup of initially loaded Pu (to 90%) and greater amount of

electricity generated from unit of Pu mass as compared to other reactor types.

Table 1 GT-MHR reactor basic design characteristics

Parameter, unit

Thermal capacity, MW

Power conversion efficiency, %

Helium coolant temperature (inlet/outlet), °C

Helium pressure, MPa

Core diameter (inner/outer), m

Core height, m

Fresh Pu load, kg

Discharge Pu-239 burnup, %

Number of fuel cycles for core life

Annual Pu load, kg/yr

Value

600

up to 47

490/850

ab7.0

2.64/4.84

8

ab750

90

3

250

Spent fuel is completely meets the requirements for disposal in deep geological formations.

Annual consumption of Pu in one GT-MHR module is about 250 kg.

• Beginning from 1994 MinAtom and General Atomics, and later on Framatom and

Fuji Electric, joined together in cooperative program for development of GT-MHR.

Nearest goal of GT-MHR international program is to develop preliminary and

detailed designs and to conduct needed experimental work. Further goal is to

construct a prototype plant in Seversk.

Conceptual Design 600 MWth GT-MHR power unit was completed by Russia's MinAtom

enterprises and RRC KI together with General Atomics (USA), Framatom (France) and Fuji

Electric (Japan):

• GT-MHR reactor assembly has modular configuration (Fig. 1). The reactor core is

enclosed in a protective steel pressure vessel connected by cross duct to power



conversion system (PCS) vessel. The vessels outer diameters are 8.4 m and 8.5 m

respectively. Modules are located in underground pressure containment vessel

• GT-MHR uses Pu fuel in a form of small particles with multilayer coating (Fig. 2).

Fuel blocks configuration is similar to that used in FSV reactor (USA). About 20

mill fuel particles are contained in a standard fuel block

• Annular-type core is composed of 1020 hexagonal prismatic fuel blocks stacked in

102 columns by 10 blocks each (Fig. 3). One third portion of fuel blocks is reloaded

every year

• The core has negative temperature reactivity coefficient at any of operating

temperatures

• Power conversion system realizing a closed gas turbine cycle is completely housed

within PCS vessel. Turbomachinery consists of generator, gas turbine, two sections

of compressor, fixed to a single vertical shaft supported onto EM bearings. PCS

incorporates three compact heat exchangers, viz.: highly effective recuperator and

water cooled precooler and intercooler. PCS flow diagram is depicted on Fig. 4

• HTGR technology gives a solution of the non-proliferation task through utilization

of small fuel particles with multilayer coatings. This form of nuclear fuel is not

suitable for military purposes pending its utilization for power generation.
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Fig. 2. GT-MHRfuel components
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Fig. 3. GT-MHRfuel blocks.
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1 - reactor: 2 - generator; 3 - turbine; 4,5 - compressor; 6 - recuperator;
7 « precooler; 8 <• intercooier; 9 - generator heat exchanger; 10 - control and
protection bypass valve; 11 - reactor cavity cooling system; 12-auxiliary heat
exchanger; 13 - circulator; 14 - valve; 15 - air heat exchanger; 16,19,22 - pump;
17 - helium purification system; 18 - helium storage; 20 - heat exchanger;
21 - cooling tower

Fig 4. GT-MHR schematic flow diagram.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

• GT-MHR reactor plant is capable of efficient utilizing of weapons-grade plutonium as

fuel for generation of electricity and other purposes, providing high power conversion

efficiency and minimal impact to the environment.

• GT-MHR construction in Seversk will allow existing environmental and social problems

of SCC and region in general to be solved. The choice of a plant site in Seversk with

developing infrastructure and experienced specialists is the weighty input in design

realization.

• Implementation of the Programme substantially depends on international support by

governments and private industrial firms.
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